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Dear Madam/Sir,
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We are legal academics in the Law Faculty at the University of Technology Sydney. Dr
Sillnk is also a barrister practising at the bar in New South Wales. We make this
submission in our personal capacities and not on behalf of the UTS Faculty of Law
We have research interests and experience in relation to tort law reform generally and
specifically in relation to the proposed civil litigation reforms made by the Royal
Commission Into Institutional Responses to Child Sexual Abuse ("the Royal
Commission") in its 2015 Redress und Civil Litjgotion Report ("the Report'?. In this
context we have published previously in relation to the nature of the proposed statutory
reforms and the nature of institutional liability for child sexual abuse. We refer to our
previous publications in this area:
. Stewart PE & Sillnk A, 'Tort Law Reform to Improve Access to Compensation for
Survivors of Institutional Child Sexual Abuse' (2016) 39 University ofNSWLow
IOUm01553.

. Stewart PE & Sillnk A, 'Compensation for Survivors of Institutional Child Sexual
Abuse in Australia: Tortious Rights and Challenges for Reform' chapter in Young L,
Monaghan G, Children ond the Low (2nd ed, LexisNexis, 2017)

Liobil^ty limited by o scheme OPProved under ProfessionolStondords Legisloti'on

. SIIink A, 'Protecting Children from Abuse and Neglect' chapter in Young L, Monaghan
G, Children rind the Low 12ad ed, LexisNexis, 2017).

We endose a copy of the abovementioned article published in the University of NSW
Law journal as it addresses directly Issues A and B the subject of this Consultation
Paper.

We welcome the opportunity to contribute to these discussions as a starting point for
the reform of civil liability for institutional child sexual abuse. In this submission we

focus upon the proposed statutory reforms and in particular, their proposed form and
effect. In this regard, our submission is directed primarily to Issue A of the
Consultation Paper.

The Royal Commission has recommended the introduction of two new statutory
liabilities, both of which are to have prospective operation only, to provide a cause of
action for survivors of child sexual abuse in Australia. I One is a stotutojy non-delegoble
duty upon certain institutions. The other is a statutory liability upon all institutions for
child sexual abuse unless the institution establishes that it took reasonable care to

prevent the abuse, the so-called 'reverse on us of proof. These are examined in more
detail below. However, in summary we submit as follows:

Summar of Submission

I. Re proposed nori-delegable duty: in order to achieve the form of liability proposed, it
is unnecessary to draft it in terms of a scorntoo/ non-delegoble duty. A new statutory liability can
be imposed to the same effect in clear terms that do not give rise to questions as to the
applicability of common law limitations on the scope of the liability. The negligence-based 'nondele90ble duty' at common law does not currently apply to criminal wrongdoing. Existing case
law will not assist in the interpretation or application of the proposed statutory liability, and the
development of the common law may be affected by the new statutory liability if described by
reference to the common law doctrine.

2. Re proposed reverse on us of proof: the proposed statutory liability may result in
denying vicarious liability of an institution where on the same facts, liability might be found at
common law because there is no defence at common law. Is the common law action to be taken

to be abrogated by this statutory action, or will the common law be available to a plaintiff if the
institution could avoid statutory liability by pointing to steps taken to prevent abuse? This

should be considered directly and addressed in the legislation. In another respect, the proposed
liability may be broader than vicarious liability at common law if there is no requirement for
any particular connection between the abuse and the institution beyond the requirement for the
abuser to be an 'associate' of the institution. 2

Redi. ess tind Civil LIT^^nil'o11 Rayoi. !, above n I, 77, Recoinmendation No. 89, see also discussion at 489-491
As would be the case at coriumon law in the jurisdictions which have expanded the application of vicarious

liability beyond strict application of the Solniond test: Pal. lolls C/dinion!s v Cainofic Cmld Welln, .e [2013] 2 AC
I;Bus/ey, Cm, y119991 174 DLR (4th) 45
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I. A Non-Delegable Duty
In its Report, the Royal Commission recommended that:
[S]tate and territory governments should introduce legislation to impose a
non-delegable duty on certain institutions for institutional child sexual abuse
despite it being the deliberate criminal act of a person associated with the
institution .3

It is proposed that it should apply to certain institutions only. 4 These include residential
facilities for children, school or day care facilities, disability or health services or
religious organisations or other facilities operated for profit having care, supervision or
control of children for a period of time. It is not proposed that the duty apply to foster
care or kinship care on the basis that the institution that arranges these forms of care
does not have the degree of supervision or control over the home environment to justify
the imposition of a non-delegable duty. 5 Nor is it proposed that the duty would apply to
community not-for-profit or volunteer institutions offering cultural, social and sporting
activities. 6 The Commission noted that these institutions do not provide particularly
high-risk services and so excluding these organisations is designed to avoid
discouraging valuable cultural, social and sporting association in the community,
particularly as the risk of liability or the cost of insurance might force such
organisations to cease providing these services. 7
It is clear from the discussion in the Report8 that the proposed duty is modelled upon
the minority view in Lepore and is intended to be a statutory form of the common law
non-delegable duty. A statutory form of institutional liability for child sexual abuse
would undoubtedly provide a clear pathway for future abuse survivors to establish
liability and entitlement to damages. However, we make three observations with
respect to the form and scope of the proposed statutory liability expressed as a nondelegoble duty:

(1) there could be potential consequences for the development of the common
law from enacting a liability expressed in the form of the negligence-based,
common law, 'non-dele90ble duty', applying to criminal wrongdoing in a manner
which is quite different to the scope of the duty at commonlaw;
(Ii) the scope of the proposed duty may be broader than the scope of institutional
liability imposed in other' common law jurisdictions by means of vicarious
liability;

' Ibid, 77 and 495, Reconnnendation No. 89, see also discussion at 489-491

' Redress rind Civil LITibn!ion Rayoi'!, above n I, 490
5Ibid, 493
6Ibid

7Ibid, 49 I
S Ibid, 488-493
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(iii) it is unnecessary to achieve the liability proposed to cast it in terms of a
statutory non-delegable duty. The liability can be imposed as a new statutory
duty in clear terms that do not give rise to questions as to the applicability of
common law limitations on the scope of the liability
These issues are considered below

The common low non-delegoble duty is o Isub-species' of ne91i9ence: the proposed
stotutoiy 11^billty, would be on unprecedented OPPffcotion of non-dele90ble duties to
crimi'nolintentionol wron9doing
The non-delegable duty has been previously described as a 'sub-species of negligence
law. '9 At common law, it functions to by-pass the restrictions on vicarious liability
irisofar as it only applies to employees, and renders an employer liable for negligence of
an independent contractor in particular circumstances where the law has come to
accept that an employer cannot avoid liability in negligence by 'contracting out' its
duties to independent contractors. Accordingly the liability in negligence of hospitals to
patients, and schools to pupils etc, is regarded as a personal duty to ensure that
reosonoble core is token by whoever discharges its duties; employee or contractor. A
liability in negligence for unintentional harm to a plaintiff is avoided where the
defendant can show that it did not breach its duty to take reasonable care, and took all
reasonable steps required of it in the circumstances to avoid harm. In other words, at
common law, the non-delegable duty visits directly upon the primary employer or
institution this responsibility to ensure that all reasonable steps were taken by the
employee or controctor to avoid unintentional harm.

Whether the tort of negligence can extend to intentional wrongdoing per se, is not
settled at common law. 10 However, regardless of the debate in this regard, the
application of a negligence-based duty - the non-delegable duty - to criminolintentional
wrongdoing is particularly contentious and was rejected categoricalIy by the majority in
the High Court in Lepore. 11 As already noted, in Lepore Gleeson GII2 twith whom
Callinan I agreed 13) expressed concern that criminally intentional conduct introduced a
'factor of legal relevance' which took it outside the scope of the duty of care in
negligence and the non-delegable duty. It would be a profound shift in the scope of the
' I Mumhy, 'The liability basis of conmTon law non-delegable duties - A reply to Christian Wining' (2007) 30
01i\, ei:sity QINew Sowni Wales Law Journn/ 86

'' See Peter Handford, 'Intentional Negligence: A Contradiction in Tenris?'(2010) 32 Sydney Law Revieiv 29; R
Stevens, To1'1s and Rig/Ifs (Oxford University Press, 2007) 122-123. See also Neil Foster, 'Vicarious Liability
and Nori-Delegable Duty in common law actions based on institutional child abuse'

htt ://works. be ress. coltVneil foster/92. On the other I}and, in the context of civilliability reform following the
IPP Panel recoinmendations, intentional torts were not considered to be within the scope of negligence: Review
o1/11e Lmv QINeg/igence Filial Rayoi. I, Commonwealth of Australia, Canberra, 2002 at [1.14]. See also the
apparent rejection of it ill Willrims v Miloiii? (1957) 97 CLR 465,470 per DIXon CJ, MCTieman, Williams,
Webb and Killo JJ. In Pal'io"s Chainm, is, Catholic C/Ii/d IP, ff",., Society 120131 2 AC I, Lord Phillips also
noted at 21 that 'sexual abuse calliTever be a negligent way of perforniing a requirentent of 61TTployinent. '

'' (2003) 212 CLR 511.
12 (2003) 212 CLR 511, at t311
13 Ibid 624
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common law doctrine to render institutions liable for criminally intentional conduct
regardless of any steps taken to avoid such harm. In effect, pursuant to the proposed
statutory liability, institutions will be made liable as insurers of this form of harm to a

child irrespective of actions taken to avoid it, and well beyond the existing bounds of the
common law. Liability for abuse of a child in the care of an institution to which the
liability applies will follow regardless of any steps taken by the institution.
We stress that this particular submission is not seeking to address the merits of this
proposed liability - rather it focuses upon the significant difference in its scope over the
common law doctrine bearing the same name, and the implications of using the
common law form for the statutory liability
Expressed as a statutory non-delegable duty applying to such criminally intentional
conduct, there is the potential for it to influence the development of the Common law
doctrine through the process of analogical reasoning by which courts have regard to
statutory context in the development of common law. 14 As noted by Leeming IA writing
extra-judicialIy:
In short, statutes are an under-appreciated component in the academic
literature on the Australian legal system. Their role lies not merely in stating
norms of the law, but in innuendng judge-made law and as a critical driver
of change und restraint in the Australian legal system. 15

The extension of civil liability for negligence at common law arising from crimino/!y
intentional conduct would be a profound shift in tort law. This is not to suggest that
such change to the common law would necessarily occur, but there is the potential for
influence upon the common law from such statutory development
In short, framed as a statutory 'non-delegable duty, ' the proposed liability would lack
coherence with the non-delegable duty in other common law jurisdictions and there are
no apparent advantages to using this form to achieve the desired aim of imposing strict
liability upon certain institutions for child sexual abuse (with or without limitation
upon the circumstances of such abuse).
The proposed non-dele90ble duty is broader In OPPficotion thon ot common low
As noted, the proposed statutory non-delegable duty has no coinparable statutory
provision or common law counterpart in other. common law jurisdictions, as no
jurisdiction imposes institutional liability for child sexual abuse by means of a non'' Formore detailed discussion of analogical development of the common law by reference to statute see: I
Beatson, The Role of Statute in the Development of Common Law Doctrine' (2001) 1/7 Ldiv Qudi. jelly Revieiv
247; hadrew Burrows, 'The Relationship between Commonlaw and Statute in the Law of Obligations' (2012)
128 LUIV Qifni'!ei'fy, Rel, telv 232; Mark Leeminrr 'Theories and Principles Underlying the Development of the
CoinnToil Law - The Statutory Elephant in the Room', (2013) 36 UNSIVLniv10/11, ?u1 1002; Journal Elise Bant,

'Statute and Coriumon Law: Interaction andlnfluencein Light of the Principle of Coherence' (2015) 38 UNS\
Law Joui'17n/ 367,368; The Honourable Sir Arithony Mason 'Tlle interaction of statute law and coriumon law'
(2015) 27 ladic, ti/ 01:00. s'B"//, ti, , 87.91-93

'' Leemjno above n 97,1002-1003
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delegable duty. Institutional liability has developed in other common law jurisdictions
by means of vicarious liability. Accordingly, the scope of the proposed liability can only
be compared with the scope of vicarious liability in other jurisdictions. In making that
comparison, the proposed statutory non-delegable duty may be broader in scope in two
respects

First, the proposed duty is intended to apply to a 9reoter ron9e of workers than
historically within the scope of vicarious liability. The Royal Commission has proposed
that the institutions subject to the proposed duty may be liable for the acts of 'members

or employees' defined broadly to cover almost any working relationship:
an institution's 'members or employees' should be defined broadly to
include persons associated with the institution, including officers, office
holders, employees, agents and volunteers. It should include persons
contracted by the institution. It should also include priests and religious ISIcl
associated with the institution. '16

There is much to coinmend the application of any proposed statutory duty to a broader
range of workers who may be engaged or utilised by an institution in the care of

children than the limited scope of vicarious liability at commonlaw given the increasing
diversity of working relationships. 17 At common law, vicarious liability remains limited
to liability for acts of employees' The proposed statutory extension of the range of
persons for whom an institution may be liable effective Iy by-passes these historical

limitations to the relationships to which vicarious liability applies. Of course, the nondelegable duty of care at common law is not subject to this limitation and already
applies to independent contractors, and this may be a significant motivation behind

basing the proposed statutory liability upon the non-delegable duty. However, as
discussed, this can be adopted, and achieved, without reference to the common law
doctrine.

Secondly, the proposed duty may be considerably broader in scope than vicarious

liability as developed in Canada and England. This can be illustrated by example. If an
institution employs a worker in an area with no or very limited responsibility for the

care of children, such as a cleaner, gardener or office worker, and that person sexually
abuses a child in the care of the institution, will the institution be liable?

This question has been considered directly in other jurisdictions. For example, under
Canadian law, it has been held that public policy considerations require a 'strong
connection between what the employer was asking the employee to do (the risk created

by the employer's enterprise) and the wrongful act, '18 in the sense that 'the employer
significantly increased the risk of the harm by putting the employee in his or her
Redi. ess and CivilLi!!^oil'o77 Rayo, .i, above n I, 493.
See also MCKendrick, 'Vicarious Liability and Independent Contractors - A Re-examination', Modern Law

Review, v0153 (1990) 770 and Collins, 'Independent Contractors and the Challenge of Vertical Disintegration
to Employment Protection Laws', Oxford Journal of Legal Studies, v01 10 (1990) 353

" Barley , Cu, ,y 119991 174 DLR (4th) 45, [1999] 2 SCR 534,560.
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position and requiring him to perform the assigned tasks. '19 In Bozl^y, MCLachlin I
observed that:

Where vicarious liability is not closely and materialIy related to a risk
introduced or enhanced by the employer, it serves no deterrent purpose, and
relegates the employer to the status of an involuntary insurer. 20

The court noted that otherwise, liability would be unlikely to have a significant
deterrent effect as 'short of closing the premises or discharging all employees, little can
be done to avoid the random wrong. '21 In EB V Order of the Oblotes ofMory Immoculote
of the Province of British Golumbi0,22 the Supreme Court of Canada refused a claim to
make the school vicariously liable for the sexual abuse of a child by a baker who was
employed by the school. The school had given the baker no responsibility for or
authorisation to have contact with children. It was held that 'mere opportunity' to
abuse a child was not sufficient to impose liability. 23 The same policy question arises
under English law and similarly requires a close connection between the abuse and the
employee's responsibilities to give rise to liability. 24
Under Australian law, the High Court has recently clarified the scope of vicarious
liability with respect to institutional liability for child sexual abuse. In Prince Allred
Cone9e vADC25 the plurality (French Cj, Kiefel, Bell, Keane and Nettle 11) focussed upon
the importance of the examining the precise nature of the employee's responsibilities,
so that for example, it can be seen that the employee used or took advantage of the
position in which the employment placed the employee vis-a-vis the victim. In this
respect their Honours emphasised the importance of considering any 'special role'
assigned to the employee and noted that particular features may be taken into account,
including, 'authority, power, trust, control and the ability to achieve intimacy with the
victim. '26 Accordingly, the 'relevant approach'27 identified by the High Court focuses
upon 'any special role that the employer has assigned to the employee and the position
in which the employee is thereby placed vis-a-vis the victim' so that '[w]here, in such
circumstances, the employee takes odvontoge of his or her position with respect to the
victim, that may suffice to determine that the wrongful act should be regarded as
committed in the course or scope of employment and as such render the employer
vicariously liable. '28 In other words, in Australia also, institutional liability is closely
connected to an inquiry into the nature of the employee's duties and finding particular
Ibid

_o Ibid, 556
21 Ibid

22 [2005] 3 SCR 45
'' (2005) 258 DLR (4"') 385, t401 approved in EB , 0, 'de, ' of Ihe Oblates o1M", Thrum, "/"re offhe P, ON',?ce o1
B, .,'fish C, /"", hi" 120051 3 SCR 45.52 131

" Pin. ion, Chain",, I, , Cull, o1^t C/1/7d WeffQ, 'e SOCt'e0,120131 2 AC I, 26 1861-t871
us Prihce Affred College vADC120161 90 AUR 1085
us Ibid, 1099 18/1
" Prince Amed College Inc v ADC (2016) 90 AUR 1085 18Tl
281bid
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features in their responsibilities with respect to children. The 'mere opportunity'
afforded by employment is insufficient. This requirement prevents liability being
imposed as if the institution were an insurer for any harm of a specified type (such as
sexual abuse) occurring
It is not clear whether liability under the proposed non-delegable duty would extend to
child sexual abuse by ony person associated with the institution, regardless of their
level of responsibility for, or authority over children in the care of the institution, or
whether it is intended that liability should be limited to acts of persons with specific
responsibilities in relation to a child such that it could be said that 'the employer
significantly increased the risk of the harm by putting the employee in his or her
position and requiring him to perform the assigned tasks. '29 Recommendation 89 itself
contains no limitation, and the Consultation Paper does not suggest that any limitation
is proposed. At 6.9 of the Consultation Paper it noted that:
'the institution would be personally liable for the actions of every person to
which it delegates the duty of care - that is, every person in the control of the
institution (Recommendation 92)

We note that the discussion in the Royal Commission Report, in places, might be read as
suggesting some limitation. The Report states:
A non-delegable duty is a personal duty borne by the institution. It cannot be
delegated. Where this duty is recognised, the institution must ensure that
reasonable care is taken by those to whom it entrusts the performance of its
duty of care. Sexual abuse of a child is the deliberate act of the perpetrator. It
is the antithesis of the taking of reasonable care. Where o person OSsocioted
with on institution lulls to toke reosonoble core of o child in the core ond
control of that institution, by thot person committin9 0 criminol oct o901nst
the child o strict libbiliq) regime will impose 11^binq) on the institution for thot
foilure. 30 temphasis added)

If the reference to 'those to whom it entrusts the performance of its duty of care'31
means those particular associates to whom responsibilities for the care and supervision
of children is given, it may end up with a similar scope to the Bozl^y test under vicarious
liability. If so, liability would probably not arise in the hypothetical scenario above
However, if the proposed liability is drafted without limitation, this may render the
relevant institutions the insurers of all harm arising from the 'mere opportunity' that
any association with the institution presents. The public policy justifications of this
significantly broader' scope to liability than is available in other common law
jurisdictions ought to be clarified if this is intended, particularly in light of the detailed
policy discussions that have occurred in other jurisdictions with respect to the

2 Ibid

Redi. ess rind Civil L!'jiga!toll Rayoi. I, above n I, 490
I Ibid.
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appropriateness tor not) of rendering institutions insurers for all harm of this nature to
children in the care of the institution.

As noted at para 6.12 in the Consultation Paper, the proposed liability would
significantly simplify litigation for plaintiffs. 'A plaintiff would only need to prove (a)
that the abuse occurred and Ib) that the institution was one of the specified institutions
on which the statute imposed a non-delegable duty of care. ' It is true that this is a
significantly SImplied form of liability, however it is fundamentally not a non-delegable
duty of care as that concept is understood at common law. In our view, these issues give
rise to the fundamental question - why cast this proposed statutory liability in terms of
a non-delegable duty at all? Whilst there are strong reasons for considering the
enactment of a statutory liability upon certain institutions as proposed, we submit that
there is no need to describe it as a non-delegoble duty, and in fact, there are risks to
coherence in the common law from doing so. It would be equally effective, and carry
less confusion with a common law doctrine with which it bears little similarity, if
enacted simply as a new statutory liability without being described by reference to the
common law doctrine.

2 Statutory Liability with a Reverse On us of Proof

The Royal Commission has recommended that irrespective of whether a non-delegable
duty of care is imposed on certain types of institution by statute, legislation should be
introduced to make o11 institutions liable for child sexual abuse by a broad range of
persons associated with the institution, unless the institution proves it took reasonable
steps to prevent the abuse. 32 Recommendation 91 of the Report states:
Irrespective of whether state and territory parliaments legislate to impose a
non-delegable duty upon institutions, state and territory governments
should introduce legislation to make institutions liable for institutional child
sexual abuse by persons associated with the institution unless the institution
proves it took reasonable steps to prevent the abuse. The 'reverse on us'
should be imposed on all institutions, including those institutions in respect
of which we do not recommend a non-delegable duty be imposed. 33

We understand this proposal to be for the introduction of a new statutory liability
modelled on vicarious liability but which incorporates a defence not available under the
proposed non-delegable duty

Redi'ess rind Cii, 17 Linen/toll Repoi. I, above n I, Recoinmendations 91 and 92475. The recommendation is
that all institutions should be liable for child sexual abuse by a broad range of persons includino office ITolders,
employees, agents, volunteers and contractors. For religious organisations, persons included would be religious
leaders, officers and personnel of the religious organisation. See also Redi. ess and Ci\, 11Li'jigni!'oil Repoi. I, above
n I, 219

'' Redj. ess and Ci\, 17 Liii^nito, I Rayoi'I, above n I, 493
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Significantly, this proposed statutory liability would apply to all institutions including
community, 'not-for-profit' and volunteer organisations as well as organisations

administering foster care or kinship care. Some of these types of organisations have
traditionally not fallen within the scope of vicarious liability at common law (for
example foster care)34 and so statutory inclusion would assist in providing causes of
action which are not presently available at common law. It would also apply to those
organisations to which the Commission's proposed non-delegable duty of care would
apply.

Recommendation 91 is in essence proposing a statutory form of vicarious liability that
is not strict. This is something unknown to the common law, though not unknown in
statute law. There are two important features of this proposed duty.
Firstly, there is no apparent requirement for any particular connection between the
abuse and the institution beyond the requirement for the abuser to be an 'associate' of

the institution. 351f so, the recommended provision has a much broader scope than
vicarious liability at common law. For example, under this proposed liability, a sporting
club may be liable for abuse by a cleaner or person such as the baker in EB V Order of the
Ohmtes of Moiylmmoculote of the Province DIBritish Golumbio (unless the defence of

having taken reasonable steps to prevent abuse can be raised. )36 This would be of
considerable advantage to survivors, but it has significant public policy implications.
As discussed in relation to the scope of the non-delegable duty, under Canadian and
English vicarious liability, public policy has required balancing the interests of survivors
in having a defendant to sue on the one hand, against '[foisting] undue burdens on
business enterprises'37 rendering them 'involuntary insurers'38 for all sexual abuse on

the other. Courts in Canada and England considering the public policy questions have
found that liability for o11 child sexual abuse is not justified and so liability is limited to
circumstances where the institution has, 'significantly increased the risk of harm by

putting the employee in his or her position and requiring him to perform the assigned
tasks. '39 This is not to say that the same public policy issues could not be debated and
resolved differently in Australia. For example, it may be determined that the existence

of the proposed defence, discussed below, renders it fair to expand the scope of this
second liability. However, these issues will need to be fully addressed by legislators
'' For example, ill the United Kingdom, S V Writsn//MBC 119851 3 All ER 294; 119851 I WLR 1150; in Canada,
KLB V Bi. itIYi Coinn?hid [2003] 2 SCR 403; 2003 SCC 51; (2003) 230 DLR (4th) 513. See also, Phillip
Morgan, 'Ripe for Reconsideration: Foster carers, context, and vicarious liability (2012) 20 701.1s Law Joui7ia/
110

As would be the case at common law in the jurisdictions which have expanded the application of vicarious

liability beyond strict application of the Sabi?ond test: Pal. ions Cmi, ,Ianis v Catholic GIIi/d Wellni. e [2013] 2 AC
I; Buzley v CUI'IT [1999] 174 DLR (4th) 45.

'' The late R. F. V. Heus ton, R. A. Buckley, Srr/I, ?ond and He us ton o11 ille Law of 701'1s (Sweet & Maxwe11,21''
ed, 1996), 443

'' Barley, C, ,,, y [1999] 174 DLR (4'") 45,11999] 2 SCR 534,551
38 fold, 556.

39 Ibid 534, t421
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considering the implementation of reforms as where the defence cannot be raised, the
scope of the liability is significantly broader.
Secondly, this new statutory liability may be avoided upon proof by the institution that
it took reasonable care to prevent abuse, effective Iy creating a defence to vicarious
liability that is unknown to the common law. These reforms appear40 to be based upon
provisions in the Victorian and Commonwealth discrimination legislation 41 which
provide that where an employee or agent acting in the course of their employment
contravenes the act, then the employer or principal will be vicariously liable unless it
can establish that it took reasonable precautions to prevent the contravention. 42 The
difference is that liability under these provisions is limited, as is common law vicarious
liability, by the twin requirements for an employment relationship and a sufficient
connection with the employment.
The proposed defence, or so-called reverse on us of proof is a significant advantage to
institutions which does not exist at common law. The implication of the proposed
defence appears to be that if the institution does not take reasonable precautions to
prevent sexual abuse, then it is fair that it is made liable for any abuse. Conversely, if an
institution does take reasonable steps (whatever they might be) to prevent abuse it will
escape liability, even ifthe nature of the responsibilities given to the perpetrator would
be accepted in other jurisdictions as having significantly increased the risk of sexual
abuse occurring, and therefore warranting the imposition of vicarious liability
The important point we wish to emphasise is that the statutory liability may result in
denying vicarious liability where on the same facts, a different result would be likely at
common law because there is no defence at common law. Is the common law action to

be taken to be abrogated by this statutory action, or will the common law be available to
a plaintiff if the institution could avoid statutory liability by pointing to steps taken to
prevent abuse? This should be considered directly and addressed in the legislation.
The Royal Commission recognised that what are reasonable steps for an institution to
take to avoid child sexual abuse will vary depending upon the type of institution and the
position and responsibility of the abuser within the institution. More active steps
toward precaution might be expected of a for-profit institution than a communityvolunteer institution. These questions will depend on many individual circumstances
but will no doubt involve complex factual issues such as reasonable foreseeability of
risk, and the kinds of matters typically relevant to a finding of negligence. 43 The Royal
Commission recognised that institutions are in a much superior position to plaintiffs to
'' The Royal Commission referred to the Parliament of Victoria Family and Community Development
Committee report, Bell'Qyu1 o111'usI. 1'17quiij, ^1110 file 11nnd/^jig o1chi7d ribuse bJ, I'e/igious rind o1/1ei' nongo\, ei'17/11ei?I I'nsii'lull'ons, November 2013,552, Recommendation 26.4 which recoinnTended that the Victorian

Government consider, as an option for refom}, reforms to the pylongs ACi 1958 (Vic) based upon vicarious
liability in Victoriaii and Commonwealth discrimination legislation

'' Equal OPPoi. Innity ACi 2010 (Vic) and to the Sex Disci'jiniim/foil, ci 1984 (Cth)
'' Eqi!a/ OPPoitt!nity ACi 2010 (Vic), s. 109 and 110; Sex Di^c, '1'17iiim!1'01i, ci 1984 (Cum, SI06
'' Often referred to as the 'Shirt Calculus' referring to Mt. 'o11g ShiJ'e Comici'/I. Shi'I (1980) 146 CLR 40
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be able to prove the precautions taken to prevent abuse, having relatively easy access to
records and witnesses. 44 Yet, inevitably the survivor plaintiff would bear an evidentiary
on us which may be difficult to discharge.
The Commission recognised that its recommendation, if adopted, may lead to increased
insurance premiums for institutions but that it would also potentially engender higher
standards of care, governance and risk mitigation within institutions. 45 The social
benefit from encouraging all institutions to do more to reduce the risk of child sexual
abuse goes without saying. However, the uncertainty as to what would constitute

reasonable steps to prevent abuse may be of concern, especially to small community
groups.

The inter-relationship between the two proposed liabilities is not entirely clear.
Presumably, institutions to which both the non-delegable duty and the statutory
liability apply may be liable under the former even in circumstances in which the
defence can be raised to the latter. However, when would those institutions be liable

under the second statutory duty and not liable under the non-delegable duty? One
answer might be that if the non-delegable duty is limited in scope to acts of abuse by
persons with responsibility for childcare. If abuse by a non-childcare worker, such as a

cleaner, does not fall within the scope of the non-delegable duty, it might still fall within
the scope of the statutory liability. In such circumstances, an institution to which the
non-delegable duty applies could be liable under the second statutory liability if it
cannot make out the defence that it took reasonable steps to prevent abuse.
We would be happy to discuss any of these matters further.
Yours sincerely,
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